Abstract-During the communication and interaction with a human using motions or gestures, a humanoid robot needs to not only look like a human but also behavior like a human to avoid confusions in the communication and interaction. Among humanlike behaviors, arm motions of the humanoid robot are essential for the communication with people through motions. In this work, a mathematical representation for characterizing human arm motions is first proposed. The human arm motions are characterized by the elbow elevation angle that is determined using the position and orientation of human hands. That representation is mathematically obtained using an approximation tool, Response Surface Method (RSM). Then a method to generate humanlike arm motions in real time using the proposed representation is presented. The proposed method was evaluated to generate human-like arm motions when the humanoid robot was asked to move its arms from a point to another point including the rotation of hand. An example motion was performed using the KIST humanoid robot, MAHRU.
I. INTRODUCTION
A few humanoid robots have been developed and shown to the public in the last decades aiming for providing people with useful services. Most interactions between a humanoid robot and a human happen through voices and behaviors. Such behaviors need to look like humans' otherwise they may cause people to understand the meaning of behaviors incorrectly. It is natural that a behavior of humanoid robot be comfortable to and expectable by a human. Human-like arm motions are then the bottom requests for humanoid robots to do like humans.
Some studies have been done to generate a human-like motion by imitating a human motion as closely as possible. The human motion is measured by a motion capture system and then adapted to a humanoid robot or an animation character. In the case of using an optical motion capture system the human motion are captured in the form of time trajectories of markers attached on the human body. This approach have been developed by several researchers. Kim et al. [1] proposed a method to convert the captured marker data of human arm to motions available to a humanoid robot using and optimization scheme. The position and orientation of hand, and the orientation of upper arm of a human were imitated by a humanoid robot under bounded capacities of joint motors. However this method were not able to generate a new human-like motion. Pollard et al. [2] also developed a method to adapt captured human motions to a humanoid robot that consists of only a upper body. The captured upper body motions of an actor was optimized, minimizing the posture differences between the humanoid robot and the actor. The limits of joint position and velocity were considered. Nakaoka et al. [3] explored a procedure to let a humanoid robot (HRP-1S) imitate a Japanese folk dance captured by a motion capture system. Symbolic representations for primitive motions were presented. The time trajectories of joint positions were first generated to imitate the primitive motions. These trajectories were then modified to satisfy mechanical constraints of the humanoid robot. Especially, for the dynamic stabilities the trajectory of waist was modified to be consistent with the desired ZMP trajectory. The imitation of the Japanese folk dance was performed in the dynamics simulator, OpenHRP, and was realized by the real humanoid robot, HRP-1S, as well. These methods are all used to imitate the given human motions. The methods may have difficulties to generate a variety of new human-like motions from the Human's motion capture database, since they adapted only the given captured motions.
Another approach to generate human-like arm motions using a mathematical representation for a human's arm motion was performed by Asfour et al. [4] . The mathematical representation in [5] and [6] was used. In those papers the four parameters were defined and represented in terms of wrist positions of a human in the spherical coordinate system at the shoulder. However, the proposed representation approximated arm movements so that the method developed in [4] provided erroneous results at the position and orientation of a humanoid hand. In addition, the four parameters used in that work may not have physical meanings.
For a humanoid robot not only to imitate human motions but also to perform a human-like motions anytime needed using motion database, a new method is needed. In this paper, a method for extracting movement characteristics of human arms from the motion capture database will be presented. The characteristics will be described in terms of the elbow elevation angle. This angle will be determined by the position of wrist and the angle between the palm and the ground. Using this representation of a human' natural elbow elevation angle a human-like motion will be generated.
II. ELBOW ELEVATION ANGLE: CHARACTERIZING A HUMAN ARM MOTION
Elbow elevation angle In this section the characterizing process for the movement of a human arm in the motion capture database is described. The motion database is constructed using an commercially available optical motion capture system as seen in Fig. 2 . The human model in Fig. 3 were modeled by the S/W of provided the motion capture system.
In daily life, the hand motions of moving from a point to another point with varying its orientation occur anytime such as when pointing out by a hand, moving a hand to grasp an object on a table or in the air, talking to persons with hand gestures and so on. The human arm's posture may be described in terms of the position of wrist, the orientation of hand, the elbow posture from the body and more. From the capture arm motion database it was observed that the elbow posture might be determined mainly by the position of wrist and the direction of vector normal to the palm, as called palm direction. In other words, a posture of an arm at a certain instance can be described in terms of the position of wrist, palm direction and elbow posture. Moreover elbow posture can be expressed by the position of wrist and palm direction.
The wrist position is obtained using the markers on the human arm first about the global cartesian coordinate on the ground and then converted about the reference frame attached at the shoulder. The elbow posture is defined by the angle between a plane vertical to the ground (see the red dashed triangle in Fig. 1 ) and the plane defined by the three markers of shoulder, elbow and wrist (see the blue dashed triangle in Fig. 1 ). This angle between the two planes are called elbow elevation angle in the entire paper. Using this angle, human arm motions are characterized, since the angle is represented in terms of the wrist position and the palm direction that are the key factors for natural postures of human arms. The elbow elevation angle is defined as zero when the blue dashed plane in Fig. 1 is parallel to the vertical plane (red dashed plane in the figure).
To obtain the natural elbow postures of a human the kinematic analysis were performed as seen in Fig. 3 . During the experiments, the actor relaxed his arm, and moved without planned arm postures. A number of wrist positions and palm directions were examined in the rule given to the actor. For the experiments the reachable volume by human arms were divided by 6 planes vertical to the ground as equally as possible. Then the actor drew 5 circles having different diameters from each other during 5 seconds. The same experiment were repeated by 3 times by varying palm directions. The human arm motions were captured using the Hawk Digital System commercially available from Motion Analysis Inc as seen in Fig. 2 . 29 markers were attached to the upper body of actor and 8 cameras were used. The capturing rate was 120 frames per second. The time trajectories of markers representing human motions were stored. Using such markers' time trajectories, the wrist positions were obtained with respect to the reference frame at the shoulder and the palm directions was calculated at each frame as well.
III. EQUATION OF ELBOW ELEVATION ANGLE
From the kinematic analysis in the forgoing section it was observed that the arm posture could be characterized by the elbow elevation angle which is represented in terms of the wrist position and the palm direction. In this section, the representation of the elbow elevation angle is obtained using Response Surface Methodology (RSM) given in [7] .
A. Response Surface Methodology
The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) in [7] is a technique for representing relationship between controllable input variables and a response. In the methodology a response function is defined to approximate experiment results. The brief descriptions are made as follows:
The response of an experiment is approximated using a response function as
where y denotes the given response of experiment,ŷ is the unknown response function of y and e is the error between the response and the response function. x is a controllable input variable vector. The response function approximates the response using shape functions aŝ
where N b is the number of terms of the response function. When the multiple responses are given, the multiple errors are also obtained using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) as
where N is the number of responses (or experiments); y j and e j are the value of the j th response and the corresponding error, respectively; x j is the input variable vector corresponding to the j th response. Equation (3) can be rewritten in a vector form as e = y − Xb (4) where the dimension of matrix, X, is N ×N b having the values of ξ i (x j ) as its elements. The unknown constant vector, b, is then determined by minimizing the root mean square (RMS) for e as
Note that minimizing e RM S is equivalent to minimizing e T e. Using the optimality conditions the vector, b, can be obtained as
so that the response function is achieved. It should be noticed that the process in this section is called the least squares method.
B. Normalization of input variables
In the solution process in the previous section, it is worthwhile normalizing input variables separately, since big differences in the the magnitudes of the variables may exist. This normalization may help reduce the approximation error. Moreover, since the size of the humanoid is different from that of human, the normalization makes it easy to apply the human database to the humanoid.
As mentioned in Sec. II the characteristics of human arm motions can be represented using the wrist position and the palm angle. The wrist positions are obtained about the spherical coordinate system on the shoulder using the trajectories of the marker at the wrist. The palm direction denotes the direction of vector normal to the palm as defined in Sec. II. The angle between this direction and the ground is used as one of input variables. These representation parameters are normalized to the dimensionless magnitude of 2 as
wherer is the distance from the shoulder to the wrist;ᾱ and β are the angles for the spherical coordinate system at the shoulder as seen in Fig. 7 ;θ is the angle between the palm direction and the ground.
C. Characteristic equation for elbow elevation angle
For the shape function a second ordered polynomial is widely used in the response surface methodology. Using the parameters defined in the previous section are used to represent the response function for the elbow elevation angle aŝ
whereγ is the normalized response function for the elbow elevation angle. The input variable vector, x is given as Eq. (9). The unknown coefficient vector, b, for the shape function above is then obtained using Eq. (6) and the results of kinematic analysis of human arm in Sec. 1. Once the response function for the elevation angle for a human are completed, the most natural elbow elevation angle of a humanoid robot is then determined by the wrist positions and the palm directions of the humanoid robot. In addition the motions generated using this response function should look like those of a human. Figure 4 shows the effects of parameters on the elbow elevation angle with varying input parameters.
IV. INVERSE KINEMATICS
Up to the previous section the elbow elevation angle of a human was obtained using RSM and motion capture database. In this section, The inverse kinematics problem to generate a human-like arm motion using the elbow elevation angle and a typical procedure of inverse kinematics solution process in robotics, is solved for joint positions.
As a testbed, the humanoid robot of MAHRU in shoulder-centered spherical coordinate and a palm direction angle. Wrist stoop angle also can be input. But in this paper, the angle was set zero. To generate human-like posture, human arm characteristic equation will be used. Therefore, 6 constraint was set. Our approach to solve inverse kinematics is derived from geometric analysis of the problem. When the elbow elevation angle is obtained from the previous section, the remaining joint angles from θ 0 to θ 4 are obtained through the procedure in this section.
First, the joint angle θ 3 depends only on the distance r as seen in Fig. 7 .
The joint angles θ 0 and θ 1 is dependent on the vector E. The E 0 is the elbow position when α, β and γ were set zero at given wrist positions and palm directions. The plane builded with E 0 and the wrist position vector from shoulder to wrist lies on the x-z plane of shoulder centered coordinate.
T (11) E can be calculated by the elbow elevation angle,γ, in Eq. (8) and the wrist position. where E * is * component of E.
The wrist position is expressed as below
where i j A is a homogeneous transformation matrix from the i th reference frame to the j th reference frame and 4 W is the wrist position vector in the 4 th frame. That vector is
T . The Wrist position is given and θ 0 ,θ 1 and θ 3 are known using the equations above. Therefore, θ 2 can be obtained as where c i is cos (θ i ), s i is sin (θ i ).
In this paper, the wrist stoop angle θ 5 was set zero. To find θ 4 , angle between blow two vector was used.
where, N v is the normal vector of the plane consisting of the vector from the elbow to the wrist and the normal direction vector from the ground. N c is the normal vector of the plane consisting of the origin at the shoulder, the wrist position and the elbow position under given input variables.
V. AN EXAMPLE From above section, The equation of elbow elevation angle was implemented. Using this equation, the best natural humanlike posture can be obtained. Moreover, inverse kinematics solution of KIST humanoid MAHRU can be obtained in any reachable wrist position and palm direction. To evaluate the equation and the inverse kinematics solution, the humanoid robot was required to follow the desired trajectories of wrist position and palm direction. The wrist trajectory is given by a sin wave in the y-z plane of the cartesian coordinate system at the shoulder with the distance of 0.44 m in the x direction. The desired trajectory of palm direction was generated by tangential vectors of sin wave function for the wrist position at each time frame. Using those desired trajectories the desired trajectories of joint angles were calculated giving human-like arm motions. Such desired trajectories of joint angles were examined by the KIST humanoid robot, MAHRU.
The experiment was performed using a PC operated by the real-time Linux (RTAI) and DSP control boards at each joint motors. The Linux PC could send the desired joint angle and Figure 9 shows the snap shots of the experiment result. The left and right wrist positions are symmetric and both of the palm directions in the first, third and last scenes of the figure are same about the cartesian coordinate systems at each shoulder. It should be noticed that the resultant arm postures of humanoid robot in such scenes are not symmetric so that one of one elbow was lifted more than the other one as a human does.
VI. CONCLUSION
A mathematical representation for characterizing human arm motions have been proposed. The motion capture database were used for the representation. The representation was implemented and evaluated for the KIST humanoid robot, MAHRU successfully. The developed method for characteristics of human arms was very simple for implementation and generated a human-like posture for an arbitrary arm configuration. The method can be used to generate arm motions in real time. In addition, the generated motion followed the desired wrist positions exactly, since the elbow elevation angle did not effect the wrist positions. Furthermore the method may be used for the case where the humanoid robot is required to move the wrist or the hand from a point to another point such a case as approaching arm action to an object in the field of visual servoing.
The method may not satisfy a desired orientation of hand fully, since the elbow elevation angle used only one angle, which is relative to the palm direction, out of three angles of desired orientation. If the desired orientation of the hand is satisfied, more degrees of freedom are needed to the humanoid robot. In addition the arm motion generation considering dynamics and the self-collision problem are still remaining for our future work.
